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About This Game

Every gaming generation had its hallmark -- and "99Vidas" recaptures them all!

Final Fight, Double Dragon, Battletoads, Streets of Rage… What do all of these games have in common? They all represent the
glory of the "beat 'em up" genre, a staple of gaming in the 80's and 90's. Developer QUByte Interactive took inspiration from all

of the the unforgetable notes from that game style to proudly bring you "99Vidas".

"99Vidas" is a brawler set in a contemporary world, but that pays tribute to both the classic and the new in the gaming industry.
Brought to you in 16-bit pixelated glory, chock-full of references to not only gaming but also 80's and 90's pop culture.

"99Vidas" takes full advantage modern era gameplay mechanics, making it the best of both worlds.

6 stages (with more to come) will take you on a journey to different parts of the world to face hordes of fierce enemies and
relentless bosses, but you don’t have to do it alone: you can face this challenge with up to 3 other players in co-op play, both

local and online.
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Title: 99Vidas
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
QUByte Interactive
Publisher:
QUByte Interactive
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2900 (512MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Supports Microsoft Xbox 360/One controller or Direct Input compatible controller; Sony DualShock4
controller support for 64bits version only

English
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Simple but fun. This game promised to be good, but did not follow through and therefore couldn't progress, things had been
altered and left out. Like no puzzle to open cave door and no reference to Pills and the Horn so it wouldn't go any further.
I only paid very small amount but it was a waste of time, I am sure the original should be better. This was a fun game. I have
more time logged than Steam is showing.. the campaign is♥♥♥♥♥♥but the tank gameplay is pretty solid. Bad, too easy and
nobody is playing. I have not actually played this DLC. So why did I pay for it and review it?

I want to stress I did this as a courtesey towards developer Dark God and his wonderful game.

I played Tales of Maj'Eyal (and for a time the first expansion) for, as my account shows, over 400 hours. I was fortunate enough
at the time to be able to get this game for free, at a time when I truly had no money to spare for gaming. And I loved Tales of
Maj'Eyal very much. It's one of the great hidden gems in the history of RPG gaming.

At this point I feel done with the game, for me. But I was happy now that things are looking up to chip in the small price of this
DLC, as a thank you for all the wonderful hours of entertainment I had from the game. I felt I owed the game, and the developer
that much, because I know his work to be solid.

So, thanks for the memories. Certainly more than worth the <$8 Canadian this cost me.. You can ignore the usual "Awesome!
So cool. I'm exhausted!" reviews from the Kool-Aid gulping wide eyed, fan boy types. They would have fun dancing around
their bedrooms waving a toilet brush with a bucket on their heads shouting "Take that foul demon!"

I gave this game the benefit of the doubt, watching the dev videos for a few months and reserving my opinion until trying it.
Unfortunatley it plays just like it looks and it looks a little disjointed. I get the feeling these are store bought art assets. This
results in a jarring mix in the quality of models, textures and animations so it feels more like a tech demo rather than a finished
product.

Regarding gameplay the enemy characters hover just outside the bounds of the chaperone which means of you are going to be
swinging your controller full speed (as it requires you to do) at them. The potential for controller smashing and loved one
assaulting is terrifyingly high. Games like "Thrill of the fight" handle this style of close quarters combat much better.

A Vive labour of love that suffers from the problems of developing with limited outside input.

Maybe following the "QuiVr" dev model of community testing through development would have helped iron out the gameplay
kinks. It is however well priced and robustly coded, the art and more importantly gameplay on offer, are not to my taste.. Caves
of Rage. Ever wanted to play Super Meat Boy with friends in co-op. You can now :)
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I played for an hour and although it crashed once the game seems quite fun. Lots of different options and vehicles to ride, some
a bit easy though and i.m.o. the game is less realistic than earlier editions but fun nonetheless. After this I tried multiplayer, the
actual reason I bought the game. I could hardly find any server with people playing, and when I did it was mostly private. Seems
to be a common problem when I take a look at the forum. Went back to the game...now it crashed after app. every minute on
the track.

Refund.... didnt even get to play. just kept saying i need the tales of valour game of COH. not spending more money for this
thing. This is quite an acceptably good game and it is fun to play. BBBBBBUUUUUUTTTTT, I hope they will improve the
game by enabling the workshop-in-game, a level editor, online with friends and different game modes.. You can read my
Romopolis review here.

I know that Townopolis is older game, but I played Romopolis first, so I'll write from that point of view.

Townopolis is basically the same game as Romopolis, with different skin, placed in modern towns, so I won't go into detail
about the game; all that you can read in my Romopolis review.

I'll just enter a few of the differences, that'll make sense to you only if you already played Romopolis xD

2 of the building resources (wood and stone) are here represented with one resource Materials. This makes the resources
easier to follow.

Normal housing adds happiness to other normal housing around it.

Some buildings and all apartments subtract happiness from normal housing.

Building inspection won't automatically disable building collapsing, but will enable you to build additional upgrade that
will disable it for each building separately. Upgrade disappears if additional upgrade is built. This is a cause of great
frustration in this game xD

Other buildings usually have their own profit based on current population.

I hope I remembered everything.

Anyway, if you liked Romopolis, you will like this also (and vice-versa). If you didn't there is pretty much nothing different.. is
rlly gud. The game is fun. The concept of moving through the world as if everything had been slowed down is a great concept.
The mechanics are interesting, and they make great use of the slow motion in several puzzles. Were the game released at a lower
price, or with more content, I would highly recommend it.

The main objective of the game is to find your client, and prevent their imminent demise while the world around you moves at
1/10th the speed it should. Your client could be in a war zone, being fired upon by enemy soldiers. One way you could save
them would be to grab the enemy soldier's gun, and beat him over the head with it. You could also grab the fired shots mid
flight, and redirect them into the enemy's face, killing him and thus saving your client.

It took me 89 minutes to beat every level. Now, I only beat each level once, and using one solution. The levels are replayable,
with a variety of ways in most cases that you can win each one. There doesn't seem to be enough variety in your choices though.

The developers have expressed their intent of adding more content, and perhaps a sandbox mode / level editor in the future. As
the game currently stands, it is fun, but it does seem to be a little lacking on content.

I will recommend this game. I feel I need to reiterate that It is fun, and the devs have said they will be adding more content.
Keep in mind though, that replayability seems to be a large focus of the levels, and will be where you get the majority of your
playtime out of this game from.
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